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Horseman

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet: Mercury
Country/Current Affairs: Infrastructure
Essential Dignities: (+) Mercury Cards
(-) Jupiter Cards
Industry: Transportation

Ruling Planet
Mercury functions as a planet that connects people, transacts business arrangements, and
arranges short trips and travel. Likewise, the Horseman is a form of ground transportation
meant to facilitate deliveries between two different parties. The Horseman also carries news
back and forth between individuals similar to Mercury/Hermes the messenger God.

Country/Current Affairs
The Horseman being ruled by Mercury represents the domestic infrastructure of a
Municipality, State, or Federal government. Cards connected with the Horseman may
reveal the current state of affairs with regards to roads, bridges, railroads, and other internal
infrastructure build outs.

Essential Dignities
Mercury tends to be strongest in other Mercury cards. However, Mercury generally does
not get along with Jupiter, these two planets have different outlooks on the world. Mercury
tends to focus on the details to each situation and risk of getting lost from time to time. At
the same time, Mercury examines current affairs and events from the ground game and
have a good logistical handle the enables them to respond more robustly. Meanwhile
Jupiter is expansive and focuses on the larger picture and the endgame. Jupiter cards don’t
necessarily care about the fine print but look at things from a birdseye view.
When the Horseman falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
supportive types of relationships:
12th GT House (Birds) – Infrastructure will involve negotiation and careful attention to
details.
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16th GT House (Stars) – Infrastructure and capital build out will take off successfully and
take the Country or Corporation into a new chapter and new heights.
22nd GT House (Crossroads) – The logistics of getting everything into play for
infrastructure to take place will be crucial to evaluate and determine a successful path
forward.
25th GT House (Ring) – Meanwhile the Birds were about negotiations, the Ring is about
successful contracts taking place to seal the deal to purchase capital equipment. If there
have been issues in the past year—it’s likely that they will be resolved this year so the
contract can be finalized.
27th GT House (Letter) – Infrastructure and capital purchases will take place as evidenced
by official documents (i.e., purchase orders, change orders, checks, invoices) exchanging
between two parties through the Horseman.
When the Horseman falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
adversarial types of relationships:
2nd GT House (Clover) – Infrastructure is likely to be expansive with many issues to
address. There will be a need to focus on evaluating the risk between infrastructure build
outs.
3rd GT House (Ship) – Domestic (Country) or Internal (Business/Corporate)
infrastructure is likely to a backseat to spending capital abroad (Foreign Countries) or
business ventures.
5th GT House (Tree) – Infrastructure will be slower to build out or implement. There will
be a significant need to examine the stability and structure of any build out plans before
fruition can take place. Precedence might take place over other matters.
19th GT House (Tower) – Purchasing capital equipment or construction for infrastructure
is likely to be slowed down due to bureaucratic processes and red tape that will hinder the
project form taking off.
26th GT House (Book) – There might be hidden issues lurking throughout the next year
that result in a going back in forth to determine a way to make capital purchases.
33rd GT House (Key) – Infrastructure is likely to take place despite any challenges.

Industry
Mercury serves as the significator for the Transportation Industry. Modern day usage of the
Horseman also represents transportation and ground vehicles such as cars, trains, and
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bicycles. Examining businesses within the transportation industry, the Horseman can be
used as the significator or key card.
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Clover

2

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet:
Country/Current Affairs:
Essential Dignities:
Industry:

Jupiter
None
N/A
Gambling

Ruling Planet
Jupiter provides an opportunity for abundance but can also lead to excess or risky
behaviors. This relationship mirrors the meaning of the Clover, which provides unexpected
luck, windfall cash, second chances, and risky behaviors.

Industry
Jupiter and Venus serve as the significators for the Financial Services Industry. Venus tends
to rule traditional day-to-day financial services such as, banking and bookkeeping. Jupiter
on the other hand has a tendency to rule the more risk advantageous financial services such
as investments and gambling winnings. The Clover is suited to represent any inquiries
about a business that provides gaming and betting services such as casinos, horseraces, and
lotteries.
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Ship

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet: Jupiter
Country/Current Affairs: International Affairs
Essential Dignities: (+) Venus Cards
(-) Mercury Cards
Industry: Tourism

Ruling Planet
Jupiter opposed to Mercury represents long distance travel. The Lenormand Ship also
represents long distance travel and comes under the influence of Jupiter.

Country/Current Affairs
Jupiter not only encourages us to travel abroad but he also allows us to accept and entertain
foreign visitors. Thus, inquiries regarding the state of international affairs or diplomacy can
be inquired by examining the position of The Ship and what influences the surroundings
cards have in connection.

Essential Dignities
Jupiter is supported by Venus related cards, which help foster expansive relationships and
places an emphasis on judicious values. However, Jupiter generally does not get along with
Mercury, these two planets have different outlooks on the world. Mercury tends to focus
on the details to each situation and risk harming the overall health of the relationship with
foreign dignitaries or other executives your organization might be negotiating with.
Mercury examines international affairs and events from the ground game and have a good
logistical handle but maybe more rigid. Meanwhile Jupiter is expansive and focuses on the
larger picture and the endgame. Jupiter cards don’t necessarily care about the fine print but
look at things from a global perspective.
When the Ship falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
supportive types of relationships:
9th GT House (Bouquet) – International affairs (for countries) or relationships with other
organizations within your industry (for corporations) are likely to be beneficial.
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15th GT House (Bear) – Foreign relationships with other countries or organizations are
likely to involve transactions that are financially motivated.
17th GT House (Storks) – Changes are in store for international affairs or relationships
with other organizations within the examined industry. Travel or going back and forth
between entities is likely. If relationships in the last year were difficult, there is certain to be
improvement in the upcoming year.
18th GT House (Dog) – International affairs or relationships with competitive and peer
organizations are to be supported, trusting, with deals being mutually beneficial.
20th GT House (Garden) – External relationships are likely to be very active during the
upcoming year.
24th GT House (Heart) – International affairs is likely to revolve around humanitarian
issues during the next twelve months.
When the Ship falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
adversarial types of relationships:
1st GT House (Horseman) – External relationships will involve a great deal of
communication, but these details may be premature, include negative feedback that requires
change.
12th GT House (Birds) – Long distance relationships aren’t likely to be furthered through
face-to-face communication but through phone and verbal communications.
16th GT House (Stars) – International affairs or relationships with competitive and peer
organizations won’t likely be furthered this year in a pragmatic sense. The focus will be on
planning this year and taking action in the next year.
22nd GT House (Crossroad) – External relationships are likely to fork and evolve into
competitive or non-mutually beneficial interests that delay moving the relationship forward.
25th GT House (Ring) – The expansiveness of Jupiter might be too large or aggressive to
close any contractual agreement with a foreign country (for Countries) or foreign
corporation (for Businesses).
27th GT House (Letter) – International relations is likely to involve formalized
communications opposed to warm-hearted communication methods.

Industry
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In Astrology, Jupiter can indicate the state of affairs for businesses that commence in
tourism type activities. When using the Lenormand to answer business or economic
questions related to Tourism—The Ship can serve as the key card.
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House

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet: Moon
Country/Current Affairs: Domestic Agenda
Essential Dignities: (+) Jupiter Cards
(-) Mars & Saturn Cards
Industry: None

Ruling Planet
The Moon is often about your roots, our legacy, home and domestic affairs. Similarly, the
House in the Lenormand represents our home and domestic household.

Country/Current Affairs
When looking at inquiries that examine the state of affairs for a Country or State, one can
look at the state that the House is in Grand Tableau to determine how the domestic agenda
is fairing (in opposition to the international agenda found in the Ship).

Essential Dignitaries
The Moon supports and bolsters the energies of Jupiterian type cards. When the House is
found in Jupiter cards we see a willingness to share and explore the qualities of both
energies represented within the cards. Domestic affairs and energies of the House are
weakened when they are found in Grand Tableau houses that are ruled by Mars and Saturn
cards which tend to find no happy medium. Mars energy tends to speed up the Domestic
Affairs in an aggressive manner and may take the agenda off track. Conversely, the Saturn
energy cards tend to slow down the movement of domestic affairs to a standstill.
When the House falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
supportive types of relationships:
2nd GT House (Clover) – The domestic agenda of a Country is likely to move forward
with good luck and favor of the people.
3rd GT House (Ship) – Exploration and changes are in store for the Country when the
house lands in the 3rd House of the Grand Tableau.
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5th GT House (Tree) – Spiritual and Healthcare are two important subsets of the domestic
agenda that will be supported and moved forward in the upcoming year.
19th GT House (Tower) – Congressional and Judicial bodies will move forward the
domestic agenda of the people.
26th GT House (Book) – When the House lands in the 26th house of the Grand Tableau
you will see movement in education reform over the next year.
33rd GT House (Key) – Significant and important changes across the domestic agenda will
take place over the upcoming year that will set a long lasting tone for the country not only
in the upcoming year but several years later.
When the House falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
adversarial types of relationships:
6th GT House (Clouds) – Achieving successful domestic goals for the Country will be
plagued with unexpected challenges throughout the year. The agenda is likely to encounter
confusion among the populous and will need to be consistently explained.
7th GT House (Snake) – The domestic goals is likely to encounter false claims. Those who
are moving the agenda will want to look at the communication cards in the Grand Tableau
to see the extent of the influence this deceit will have on moving the domestic agenda for
the Country or business.
8th GT House (Coffin) – Meanwhile the House falling in the Clouds and Snake houses of
the Grand Tableau will encounter problems related to domestic affairs they can be
overcome. When the House falls into the 8th house of the Grand Tableau there is cause for
major concern as it is likely there will be next to no movement in promoting their domestic
goals for the remaining year.
10th GT House (Scythe) – Decisions made on domestic affairs will create long lasting
negative consequences that will impact the Country or business for years to come.
11th GT House (Whip) – Disagreement and discord is likely in moving the domestic
agenda along. There might be breaks within party lines or allies. Examine the state of the
Man and Woman card to explore how such disagreement may play out.
14th GT House (Fox) – The domestic agenda will require a lot of hustling this year to
move it along. In addition there may be some deceit involved and careful attention should
be played to how domestic affairs play out during the course of the year.
21st GT House (Mountain) – Obstacles will impede any agenda items related to domestic
affairs over the upcoming year. These obstacles will be great but unlike the Coffin—can
most likely be overcome depending on the surrounding cards.
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23rd GT House (Mice) – The domestic agenda is likely to encounter stress and loss in
achieving stated goals and objectives over the course of the next year.
30th GT House (Lily) – This combination isn’t necessarily negative. When the House card
falls into the 30th house of the Grand Tableau it indicates that the Country will be able to
initiate it’s domestic agenda over the upcoming year—however, bringing goals to
completion will require a commitment that may take several years to complete.
34th GT House (Fish) – Small business and entrepreneurship is likely to take a backseat in
the domestic agenda in lieu of other priorities taking place.
35th GT House (Anchor) – Similar to the Lily, when the House card falls into the 35th of
the Grand Tableau it indicates that all the cards on top of the last row bog it down. There
are other priorities for the Country to face right now. Any domestic affair initiatives will
take perseverance and a long-term commitment to accomplish.
36th GT House (Cross) – Religious tensions may plague any movement on the domestic
agenda for the Country being examined when the House card falls into the last place of the
Grand Tableau.
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Tree

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet: Jupiter
Country/Current Affairs: Spiritual Health
Essential Dignities: (+) Venus Cards
(-) Mercury Cards
Industry: Religious/Spiritual

Ruling Planet
Jupiter rules religious affairs, our individual spiritual development and our spiritual health.
The Lenormand Tree is primarily known for our health—however it’s also known for our
spiritual wellbeing and our core values. Therefore, the Tree in the Lenormand is ruled by
the planetary influence of Jupiter.
In astrology the Sun is typically assigned to healthcare type services in mundane astrology.
The Sun functions as our life force, our vitality, and our stamina. These are certainly
characteristic of the energies held within the Lenormand card so I wouldn’t argue with
those who adopt that attribution. However, I have decided to attribute the Sun to the
Lenormand Sun, which is also indicative our vitality and life force (i.e., physical health)
opposed to our spiritual health, which I attribute to the Tree.

Country/Current Affairs
Jupiter is often associated with the affairs of our religious leaders, spiritual development,
and nurturing our essence. Looking at the state of religious affairs was extremely important
as this was often times the ruling body of government and played a significant role on
society. In modern day times the influence of religious institutions has begun to wane.
However, there is still value in looking at the state of affairs in our religious community
when doing mundane Grand Tableaus for a Country. However, I would argue a higher
emphasis should be placed on domestic and cultural affairs attributed by the House card.

Essential Dignities
Jupiter is supported by Venus related cards, which helps to establish our relationship to
ourselves, develop our core values, and spiritual beliefs that guide our behavior. However,
Jupiter generally does not get along with Mercury, these two planets have different outlooks
on the world. Mercury tends to focus on the nitty-gritty and logical details of each situation,
which might stagnate our spiritual growth.
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When the Tree falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
supportive types of relationships:
9th GT House (Bouquet) – Spiritual matters in the Country will be of a healing nature. If
there was discord in the past year, there will be healing and recovery to those disputes in
the upcoming year.
15th GT House (Bear) – When the Tree falls into the house of the Bear you can anticipate
the next twelve months to good in terms of resources. Spiritual institutions won’t suffer
from a lack of funding to carry out their missions.
17th GT House (Storks) – Religious institutions are undergoing an evolutionary change or
fundamental shift in their paradigm.
18th GT House (Dog) – The Country will rely on religious institutions for support this
year. You’ll see an increase in the populous participating in missions (not to be confused
with attending religious services).
20th GT House (Garden) – When the Tree falls in the Garden of the Grant Tableau you’ll
then see the populous participate in more religious services. Organization will be increased
all areas of practice—religious services, study groups, missions, committee work.
24th GT House (Heart) – Religious fervor and passions will be high. This can be a good
thing or a dangerous and contentious thing depending on how the surrounding cards in the
Grand Tableau connect to this card.
When the Tree falls in the following Grant Tableau (GT) houses below you can anticipate these
adversarial types of relationships:
1st GT House (Horseman) – When the Tree falls into the Horseman house of the Grand
Tableau you will see a lot of going back and forth between religious institutions. Not a
whole lot of work, consensus, or agreement will occur.
12th GT House (Birds) – The Tree in the Birds house of the Grand Tableau indicates
much discussion and attention to detail (as ruled by Mercury). The Country may also see
negative, false or gossiping type language about initiatives among religious institutions that
don’t serve to progress the faith.
16th GT House (Stars) – Plans, goals, and strategic planning is ill advised for religious
institutions during the upcoming year. Any endeavor to begin a strategic plan may see the
committee being stuck in the nitty-gritty details and unable to move forward to the larger
goal and objective.
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22nd GT House (Crossroad) – Religious institutions will be at a crossroads and there may
be schisms or splits occurring this year that cause groups to break up and go their different
ways.
25th GT House (Ring) – Contractual defaults or conflicts are to plague religious
institutions this year. If there are meetings or organized doctrine votes scheduled this
year—the Country can anticipate challenges.
27th GT House (Letter) – Negative news media and press coverage will be in store for
religious institutions over the next year.

Industry
The Tree in the Lenormand can be used as a key card when drawing a Grand Tableau for
clients who need to evaluate their business that might be in any type of industry dealing
with spirituality, esotericism, and religion.
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Clouds

Mundane Significations
Ruling Planet:
Country/Current Affairs:
Essential Dignities:
Industry:

Mars
None
N/A
None

Ruling Planet
The Clouds in the Lenormand bring about a level of uncertainty to any situation. There
may be a storm brewing—it may be short lived or it may be prolonged—what is certain is
that it’ll be over soon enough. The Clouds don’t serve as any key card when looking at
current affairs or a Grand Tableau of a Country or Business.
The Clouds have been associated with the planet of Mars. When we see the Clouds in a
reading we see uncertainty and a call to action. More specifically, a call to take control of
our own destiny and to seek a sense of clarity and uncertainty. Mars too is a call to action,
to initiate, and to create. Finally the Clouds have a tendency to disrupt or delay things in
our lives. Mars is a malefic planet that is associated with wars. Wars have a tendency to
delay to stop development for cultures that are now redirecting resources and efforts to
one objective.
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